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The  origins of the trade union movement  in lta]Jr can be traced back to 
the workers'  and peasants' mutual assistance societies. 
As  in the other countries in Europe,  the emergence  of the industrial 
society engendered trade clubs or societies, regional and national 
workers'  federations,  the struggle tor trade union recosnition, wage 
agreements,  strikes and collective bargaining agreements. 
As  in most  industrialized and  democratic countries todq the trade union 
movement  is one  of the more  potent forces in society in. Ita]Jr and 
national circumstances have  led it to take action both in the factory 
and outside where it has become  engaged in the reform of the structures 
of society and the defence of democratic and republican institutions. 
I.  'Birth and  development  of the Italian trade union movement 
The  first trade unions  prOper appeared towards the middle of the 
nineteenth century.  From  being friend]Jr societies they quickly became 
involved in the organization and protection of workers'  interests which 
is typical of contemporary trade unions. 
This progress is best illustrated by the history of the workers in 
the printing trade whose  first associations go back to 1848.  In 1872, 
about  30  associations formed  a  national federation aimed at ensuring 
that PS\Y  scales were  observed,  providing assistance for the unemployed 
and sick,  establishing conditions of emplqyment  and the admission of 
apprentices and maintaining contact with affiliated organizations. At  the same  time,  in addition to the print workers,  the bakers, 
construction workers and  in particular the masons  were most  often 
to the forefront  of the trade union straggle.  Under the influence 
of the burgeoning Socialist movement,  workers in agriculture, 
particularly in the Po valley,  contri  ba.ted to the developnent of 
the organization .of  labour. 
'l'h.e  unification of Italy and the developnent  of mass  production 
processes and communications  led to the expansion of the labour force 
and gave economic activity a  national dimension.  The  trade union 
movement  was  aware of what  was  at stake during this time of change 
and responded by placing its local and regional organizations on  a 
national footing.  It was  assisted· in this task 1:w  the two  major 
ideolosical factional  the Socialists and the Catholic church. 
Following the French example of the "Bourses du Travail"  (association 
of various trade union members),  the Socialist movement  advocated the 
organization of workers in local trade union  cOJmlli ttees and workers' 
associations with a  view to emancipating members  by improving living 
and working conditions and socializing the means  of production and 
distri  ba.tion.  The  first "Camera del lavoro"  (workers'  association) 
was  set up in Milan in 1891. 
Unlike a  number  of its members,  the Catholic church had not  entered 
the frrq.  This was  remedied in 1891  with the publication of the 
enqyclical, Rerum  Wovaram,  which while preaching cooperation between 
the social classes recognized private propert.y as a  natural right 
and invited workers to form  organizations to defend their own  interests. 
Thus  the Rerum  Iovarum constituted a  point of reference for Christians 
wishing to become  committed in the cause of labour and society and 
favoured the constitution of trade unions with a  Catholic bias in 
both Italy and the rest of EUrope. 
2 This division of the world ot labour was  never realq accepted and 
the history of the Italian trade movement  ia remarkable tor the 
many  attempts at reunification. 
At  the instigation of the metal workers,  the reformists, the socialists 
and the republicans created the first real trade union bo~  1 
la ConfederaZione Generale del Lavoro  (CGL)  (general labour confederation) 
which was  mainq socialist and reformist in conviction. 
AlthotJ8h ita statute asserted the independence of the organization with 
respect to the political parties,  an agreement was  concluded with the 
Socialist Party under which the trade union had the power  to orpnize 
economic  strikes and the party was  responsible tor the political 
guidance of the labour movement.  Political strikes had to be decided 
on  by common  agreement. 
However,  this association of the trade lmion movement  with the 
Socialist Party did not meet  with the approval of all the workers nor 
all the politicians and the question of the division of responsibilities 
and the independence of the trade union organizations in relation to 
the political parties soon came  to the fore. 
The  Christian trade union movement  developed under the impulse of the 
Catholic organizations committed to social action.  Their activities 
intensified from  the time of the Rerum  Novarum  and in 1909  a 
Secretariat-General of trade associations was  set up  to coordinate 
the Catholic mutual societies.  A central Catholic-inspired trade 
union bo<V  was  not set up until 1917,  the Confederazione Italiana 
dei Lavoratori (CIL)  (Italian workers'  confederation).  It drew its 
members  mainq from  agriculture, textiles, teleccmmunications and 
the civil service.  This put an end to socialist hegem~ in the 
trade union movement. 
In keeping with the spirit of the Rerum  Novarum1  the OIL  had  no wish 
to incorporate other elements and wished to remain independent of the 
political parties.  It rejected the class struggle, revolution and 
collectivization and  came  out in favour of cooperation between the classes 
while observing reciprocal rights and duties.  It supported state 
intervention in social legislation and the development  of collective 
bargaining between workers and  employers. 
3 ~  sharp clashes involving workers  and peasants took plaoe in the 
period after the First World  War,  particularq in the north of the 
coant17 with varying support from  the central trade union bodies. 
When  widespread strike action broke out in 19191  the Catholic trade 
Diona opposed it or abstained tram participation which  earned them 
the epithet of "white" as opposed to "red" 'tll'lions.  'fhe  CIL,  however, 
took part in the land occupation movement  which was  particularly 
significant in the Po  valley and known as "white Bolshevism".  At 
the same  time the CGL  opposed the creation of works  councils 
elected by workers to control production and  sought to restrain the 
rebellious metalworkers in Turin. 
The  Italian emplczy-ers'  power had increased considerabq during the 
war  years,  both inside and outside the factories,  and they saw  the 
establishment of works  councils as a  threat comparable to the 
Soviet revolution and rejected them  outright.  In the more  industrialized 
parts of the ccnmt17 this gave rise to lllalV' strikes and industrial 
action which was  stamped on  and frequentq accompanied by look-outs. 
The  workers were defeated on  1118.111'  occasions. 
The  CGL  and the Socialist Party were sharpq divided over the question 
of works  councils and the fear of Communist  revolution.  These 
differences were  exacerbated by the emplczy-ers'  lUlcompromisiDg  stance, 
the  severi~ of police repression and the inability of the political 
and trade union forces to find a  solution to the serious economic  and 
social crisis overwhelming the country. 
A majority in the CGL  and the SGcialist P~  came  to believe that in 
the prevailing condi  tiona it was  impossible to lead the entire workil'lg 
world along the road to revolution and split awq from  a  minority of 
its members  who  wished to introduce works  councils and set up a 
Societ-type regime in the countr,r.  Becoming Dar more  isolated in 
the Socialist P~,  the partisans of works  councils decided to leave 
the party at the 17th congress in January 1921  and gave birth to the 
Italian C01111111mist  P~. The uni  ~  of the Socialists was  irretrievabq 
shattered.  An  important page in the political and trade union histor,r 
··of Itaq had been tUl"rled.  Thereafter the Catholics, Socialists and 
COIIIIIllUlists  were  ever to the forefront in political rmd tra48 1Dl10J1 
matters, apart from  the Fascist period. 
4 In the first twenty years  of the century the workers  established central 
trade union bodies and there was  a  sharp increase in tlle numbers  joining the 
trade union aovement.  In 1920,  the CGL  and OIL  had 2  200  000  and 
1  200  000  members  respectively.  However,  the advent  of Fascism in 1922 
found the trade union movement  politically divided and ideoligically 
weakened at organizational level.  By  1925  the Fascist regime and the 
connected violence had succeeded in dismantling the trade union 
organizations and democratic political parties.  A number  of leaders 
were maltreated,  imprisoned and  sometimes  put to death.  Others left 
the countr,y and later actively contributed to the fall of the 
Fascist regime. 
In spite of Fascist vigilance and repression,  many  workers and trade union 
and political leaders managed to keep alive the ideals of free trade 
unionism,  democracy  and the concept  of organized labour in clandestille 
or semi-clandestine circumstances abroad or from within Fascist prisons. 
This  constituted the human  and  organizational reserve which when  the time 
came  was  to nourish the resistance,  provoke general strikes, precipitate 
the end of Fascism and supply the personnel and  leaders needed to reorpaize 
democratic society. 
II.  The  post-war years 
After the collapse of the Fascist regime trade unionism was  able to get 
back  on  its feet.  Its rebirth coincided with the reappearance of 
political groups  in national life and the introduction of freedom and 
democracy along new  lines. 
There were  two main  stages during this period:  in the first, up  to the 
1960s,  post-war trade union unity disintegrated and three politically 
and ideologically distinct federations were formed:  in the second stage, 
the three main bodies tried to act as one  and to reconstitute trade union 
unity. 
5 A.  Disintegration of trade union unity 
Having  fought  Jacism together,  the Socialists, Christian Democrats  and 
Communists  set up one  trade union federation on  3 June 1944:  la 
Confederazione Generale Italian& del Lavoro  (CGIL)  with over five million 
workers. It was  based on  the broadest democratic principles,  freedom  of 
expression and  independence from  all political parties. It was  heavily 
dominated by the Communist  component  and  was  under the leadership of three 
Secretaries-General,  each representing one  of the three political parties. 
This unity was  of short duration. It was  the result of the will of the 
three main political parties, but  as soon as  cooperation between them 
ceased trade union unity was  called into question for political reasons. 
For a  number  of signatories,  the Pact of Rome  - which  sealed this unity-
had been the product of the joint anti-Faoist front. Once  this danger had 
been overcome it  lost its raison d 'ltre. Some  even  feared it would  lead to 
the advent  of a  Communist  society in Italy, or that the Communist  party 
would  pl~  a  preponderant role. 
Accordingly,  anti-Communist  feeling led a  number  of members  of the Socialist 
Party to leave the federation in January 1947  and  led by G.  Saragat they 
founded  the Social Democrat  Party while the majority of the Socialist 
Party which had  followed P. Nenni  maintained the alliance with the 
Communist  Party. A few months  later, for political reasons,  the Christian 
Democrats  broke with the Government  coalition of Socialists and  Communists  -
who  were  pushed into opposition- and  formed  a  new  cabinet with the Social 
Democrats,  Republicans and Liberals. 
The  trade union movement  was  organically linked to the political parties 
and  suffered the same  divisions and  confrontations which  affected the 
political world and  which  were  fUrther accentuated by the beginnings of 
the cold war. Motivated by anti-communism  and  the need  for unified action 
by all Catholics,  the Christian Democrats  and  the ecclesiastical authorities 
urged Catholic workers  to leave the CGIL  and  form  their own  organization. 
A crusade was  mounted  against trade union unity in the name  of a  free 
6 society with a  choice offered between freedom  and dictatorship,  freedom 
and  religious oppression.  Catholics were  appealed to not as workers  but 
as citizens and  particularly as believers. Catholic workers  succumbed  to 
the pressure from  above  to support this  11schism"  even at the cost of 
their immediate interests. They  nevertheless maintained a  certain distance, 
at least in principle as  regards the social doctrinesof both the Church 
and  the Christian Democrat  party. 
The  first to break away  were  the Christian Democrat  leaders who  set up 
the Alleanza per l'unita e  l'indipendenza del sindacato in 1948.  It was 
formed  jointly with two  other minority groups - Social Democrats  and 
Republican. A few  months  later, the Christian Democrat  and  Social Democrat 
trade Unionists set up  the Libera Confederazione  Gener~Italiana del 
Lavoro  (LCGIL) • 
In ~  1949  the Social Democrats  left the LCGIL,  the Republicans left the 
CGIL  and  together formed  the Federazione Italiana del Lavoro  (FIL).  The 
LCGIL  and  the FIL  stated that they were  prepared to promote the unity or 
democratic workers  and all free and  indipendent trade union forces. 
Following this announcement  the Confederazione Italiana Sindacati 
Lavoratori  (CISL)  was  founded  on  1 ~  1950.  The  Socialists and  groups 
belonging to the FIL,  however,  were  opposed  to union with the LCGIL  and 
founded  the Unione  Italian& del Lavoro  (UIL)  in the same  year. 
'}!his  ended  the tormented  saga of trade union unity that hacl  begun with 
the Pact  of Rome  and  which  left the UIL  with 400  000 members,  the CISL 
with 1.5 million and  the CGIL  with nearly 5 million. 
7 The  CISL  set out  to be a  new,  modern,  efficient and  non-denominational 
organization open  to all democratic  and  non-Communist  elements,  independent 
of political parties and  public authorities. It believed in the benefits 
of economic  growth and  technical progress  and  regarded trade unions  as 
a  factor for modernization and  rationalization. Accordingly,  in these years 
it chose to give support  to the restoration and  development  of the  economy 
in general and  productivity in particular,  opting in particular for 
linking wages  to productivity. Although it was  opposed  to  any form  of 
co-management  and association of workers  in the management  of firms,  it 
was  very suspicious of social agitation and  strikes. It believed that 
social problems  would  be solved through dialogue between the parties present 
in the firm  and  the long-term spin-off from  economic  growth and  technical 
progress. 
It was  opposed  to overall claims  of a  political type and  favoured  signing 
collective agreements at national level first,  then at regional and 
finally at company  level to supplement  the first agreements  and at the 
same  time obtain further advantages  for the workers.  In the international 
field it opted for Europe  and  the West.  The  trade union was  based on  the 
American model  of the time,  particularly in the motor vehicle industry. 
Being in favour of productivity and  collective agreements,  the CISL 
followed  the line of Christian Democrats  regarded by the United States  on 
the one  hand  and  the Vatican on  the other as  the only party able to build 
up  a  solid barrier against the Communists  in Italy.  There was  a  majority 
of Catholic Members  and  in its anti-Communist  campaign  among  the workers 
the CISL  tended to adopt  a  rather Messaianic  approach to economic  policy 
seeing it as the means  of achieving peace in industrial relations.  Secondly, 
thanks to its practical approach,  the qualities of its leaders and  the 
concrete results obtained through organized collective bargaining, it 
succeeded in taking root  and  established a  solid position in various 
sectors of production and  the services. 
All the same,  the CISL  lacked an overall view of the politioal world, 
society, its own  organization and  what  was  at stake. And  it found  it 
difficult to accommodate  a  series of demands  from  the working world,  such 
as those relating to living and  working conditions which  came  to a  head 
in the 1960s  and  forced it to review its position in part and bring it 
more  into line with the realities of workers'  lives.  This  change  subsequently 
facilitated joint action by the three main bodies. 
8 The  UIL  sought to present itself to the workers  as a  democratic, 
non-religous movement,  reformist in tendency. Organization was  based 
on  the model  of Scandinavian trade unionism. It had  to struggle to 
establish its identity in contrast wiihtbe other two  central bodies 
which  had  a  much  sharper political and  ideological image.  Nevertheless, 
it succeeded in establishing strongpointsand obtained a  firm foothold 
in the services sector and  in Fiat. 
While  its approach differed from  that of the CISL  it also opted for 
collective bargaining. Although it claimed to be  independent of political 
parties and  governments,  its Socialist,  Social Democrat  and  Republican 
elements maintained close ties with their respective parties. 
Although  reformist  in tendency,  the UIL  did not hesitate to decry the 
inadequacy of the social and  economic  policies of the governments  of the 
time,  to defend the workers'  right to strike,  to claim legal force for 
collective agreements  and  advocate an integrated economic  programme  to 
resolve the serious  economic  and  employment  difficulties of the country. 
Their top priorities al~s included improvements  in workers'  living and 
working  conditions and  the defence of their purchasing power;  in this 
connection the UIL  called for a  reform  of the taxation system and 
extension of the indexing of wages  to workers  in the public sector and 
agriculture. 
From  the beginning of the 1950s,  the UIL  came  out in favour of joint 
action with the other two  central bodies to reinforce union pressure on 
the government.  Although it was  critical of the capitalist system,  from 
the outset it supported Europe  (ECSC,  EEC)  and  the West. 
9 Although weakened  by the departure of the CatholicP and  a  good  number 
of the non-Communist  members  the CGIL  was  still beyo~d question the 
workers'  principal organization.  The  Communists  had been in the majority 
in 1944  and  became  even  more preponderant after the "schism" •  Its line 
of action is consistent with its political and  ideological position and 
it is frequently accused  of being pro-Soviet and  anti-American by the 
other two  central bodies which  also criticize the CGIL  for excessive use 
of politioal strikes. In fact,  each had  a  different view of the type of 
society to be  constructed and  therefore of the role of trade unionism, 
its means  of action and  the pattern of its relationships with political 
parties and  public authorities. These  differences were  accentuated when 
the Christian Democrats  obtained an  absolute majority in the 1948  elections 
and  by the beginning of the cold war. 
The  CGIL  claimed that it was  the only organization that defended the 
workers'  interests. It regarded itself as the spokesman  for those who  had 
been left out  of account after the reconstruction in both the urban and 
rural environments.  In 1949 it put forward its employment  plan containing 
an overall and  structured solution to the serious  economic  crisis and 
high unemployment  affecting the country.  The  plan was  designed to promote 
.industrial reconstruction and  economic  development  in the Mezzogiorno.  It 
entailed a  series of nationalizations and  neo-Keynesian policies, 
particularly as  regards public works,  infrastructure,  energy,  housing, 
agriculture, health and  education.  The  method  and  content  of the reform 
of structures contained in the plan reflected an overall economic 
development  model  that differed markedly from  that of the other two 
central bodies. 
Initially the CGIL  was  opposed to the "articulated" collective agreement 
but finally accepted it at the end  of the 1950s,  particularly under 
pressure from  the Socialist members.  This  facilitated the subsequent 
unified trade :union action which it had  always  favoured.  A1 though it was 
a  member  of the  WFTU,  in 1956  the CGIL  condemned  what  was  going on  in 
Hungary and  gradually became  more  sensitive in regard to European and 
Western matters. 
10 The  1950s were  very difficult years for the Italian trade union 
movement  because it was  torn by  ideological and political divisions. 
The  three central trade union bodies frequently indulged in polemics and 
were  in competition with  each other.  This  confrontation was  a  positive 
element  in the development  of each body and  stimulated ideological and 
organizational regeneration. Without  betraying their original postion, 
each  of the three organizations  enriched their original contributions 
by  drawing  on  the experience of the other two  bodies,  amending  them  and 
adding new  proposals which  resulted in the conditions that made  joint 
action possible from  the 1960s. 
B)  From  unified action to the unification process 
The  early 1960s was the time of the Italian economic miracle. Economic 
production expanded  fast,  at the cost of low  wages  and  bad  working 
conditions,  reforms  were  overdue  in the area of transport,  health, 
education and  a  full  employment  policy was  unheard of. 
The  employers  were  not going to yield unless  forced to so it was  not 
long before industrial conflict broke out. It was  a  spontaneous  joint 
movement  motivated by the same  interests against the· one  adversary.  The 
workers,  in particular the metalworkers,  were  aware  of the strength 
of their unity and  called for organic unity of the three trade unions. 
The  unions  could not  run the risk of being overtaken and  left behind by 
this strong impulse for unity from  the grass-roots.  On  the other hand, 
the new  politcal climate (invitation  to the Socialists to  join government 
coalitions)  and  the end  of the cold war  had  considerably attenuated the 
national and  international attitudes that had  doomed  hopes  of trade 
union unity in the post-war years.  The  CISL  insisted that the trade unions 
must  be  independent  of the political parties and  their ideological 
differences before it would  join the unification process.  A unified 
approach  to the renewal  of collective agreements  in particular was  the 
first significant  joint action by  the three central bodies. 
II {a)  The  system of multi-tier bargaining 
furing the  1950's  relations between trade unions  and employers were 
virtually non-existent  and where tripartite bargaining was  involved 
contacts were at national level:  trade union confederations,  employers 
and government  for the purpose of renewing national collective agreements. 
From  the 1960• s  things were to change by the adoption of the principle of 
"multi-tier bargaining" by the CGIL  at its fifth congress in 1960,  which 
made  possible unified action by the three confederations,  notably at plant 
level.  Multi-tier bargaining makes it possible to adapt  and amend  national 
agreements at provincial or plant level. 
Collective agreements are  renewed  every three years,  and the process may 
sometimes be a  fairly lengthy one.  It proceeds in three stages which  can 
be described roughly as follows: 
- immediately prior to each  renewal of the collective agreement  the workers 
decide as  a  body on a  set of demands,  by industry,  at plant,  regional  and 
national level.  The  draft then goes back to the rank-and-file membership 
for final adoption; 
- talks at nati.onal level with the employers,  backed up, if need be,  by 
industrial action.  In the event of a  breakdown,  the government is 
called in to act as  go-between so that negotiations may  be  resumed on 
broader bases ; 
- talks by industry at regional and plant  level. 
Such  a  bargaining system makes  for considerable participation by the 
workers  and represents the implementation of a  system of upward-oriented 
democracy in which the rank-and-file play a  key role in deciding on 
demands  and in appointing their representatives.  Moreover,  this system 
of multi-tier bargaining makes it possible to keep in closer contact 
with the various situations as they arise in practice in firms  and thus 
enables workers to involve themselves at the time and on the terms which 
they deem  best.  At  national level, it offers the advantage of improving 
the position of the weaker sectors on the strength of the model  agreement 
negotiated by the stronger sectors,  such as the metalworkers. 
12 The  adoption of multi-tier bargaining by the trade union movement,  together 
with the fact of staggered renewal  dates for collective agreements in the 
various  sectors of industry,  meant  that the country was  constantly in the 
throes of intense trade union activity and  frequent  confrontations with 
the employers. 
During the 1960's worker militancy was  to increase.  The  stormiest contract 
renewals  were  those which  took place at the end  of 1969  ("the long hot  autumn") 
which  saw  the victory of more  than five million workers by the signing of 
sixty national collective agreements,  won  after thirty-eight million working 
d~s lost in strikes.  These  were  struggles which  have  also been called 
"the delegates'  movement". 
The  widening of the conflicts reflected not  only the need for an improvement 
in workers'  living and working conditions,  but  also  a  need for direct democracy 
for which  the traditional structures of the trade union movement  were 
ill-adapted.  The  needs  prompting action were  to produce others which  would 
constitute the framework  for a  form  of trade unionism which  some  were  to 
call new  style trade unionism. 
(b)  A new  kind of trade unionism 
This decade  of struggle,  which  was  necessary to  resolve a  number  of 
contradictions,  not  only within the trade union movement,  but also within 
its structures, had led to a  new  connection being made  between conflicts 
and  their content. 
During these years spontaneous  action by workers  in terms of demands  and 
participation expressed itself, in the case of many  workers,  outside the 
organizational and traditional structure of the trade union movement,  which 
soon fell into disuse to give  w~  to other structures e.g.  factor,y meetings, 
delegates'  meetings  and  factory councils. 
13 'lhe  key figu.re is the plant delegate.  Elected directly by the workers 
on the shop floor or the assembly lines, whether or not  they are membe.rs 
of a  trade union organization;  he is the spokesman for the workers in 
collective bargaining on the basis of the demands  drawn up by the 
factor,y council - which brings together all the factor,y delegates - in 
close collaboration with the workers'  assembly.  While  he can be dismissed 
at a:ny  time by the rank-and-file, the plant delegate pla.y-s  a  vital role in 
initiating action and he will come  to represent the lynch-pin of a  trade 
unionism forged in the fires of action and which  some  have described as 
new-style trade unionism. 
It was  on~ after several years of hesitation and discussion that these 
structures for debate,action and representation were  to be accepted and 
assimilated by the trade union organizations.  This operation brought  to 
the trade union movement  not merely a  new  dynamism  and greater democracy 
in terms of organization but also prevented spontaneous  action - deprived 
in the long term of a  structure to sustain it - from  degenerating into 
corporatism by plant or by category.  The  adoption by the Italian Parliament 
in 1970  of the Law  on the Workers'  Statute was  to confirm the existence 
and power of trade union organizations within the plant and  was  to guarantee 
workers  a  m:unber  of rights relating to health,  freedom of action and expression, 
the right to trade union information,  job protection or protection against 
unfair or anti-trade union action on the part of an employer and freedom 
to exercise trade union activity. 
'!his trade unionism appeared new  to outside observers not only in organizational 
terms but also in terms of the substance of claims  and of the strategy 
adopted to attain these objectives, by an unprecedented development  of 
contractual power and  the pressure exerted on governments to implement  a 
series of reforms which had in some  cases been demanded for decades. 
The  strength of contractual power was  to be reflected in the signing, between 
1969  and 1976,  of 300  industry-wide agreements  and 8 000 plant contracts 
covering some  8 million industrial 'WOrkers,  7 million workers in the pt1blic 
services and public administration and 2 million workers in the agrioul  ture 
sector. 
14 At  plant level, collective agreements  covered in pariioular the imp:rovem.eat  of 
wo:rid.ng  condition, organization of work,  the protection of the worker's health, 
pa.y1  the extension of vocational training and recognition of the right to 
stuqz  150 hours paid by the employer,  granted to arq worker who  wishes to 
undertake studies outside the factory.  Pq claims wre to centre on the 
introduction of a  single wage  scale at national level,  a  reduction in the 
DJJDber  of pq categories and  an across-the-board increase in incomes.  Action 
at plant level was  also aimed at safeguarding and creating jobs, particularly' 
by reducing hours of work,  the channelling of investment - some  of this 
having to be channelled towards the creation of new  jobs in the south of the 
country by decentralizing production - defending puohasing power and reforaing 
the stmcture of wage  costs and  geographical and occupational mobility.  Outside 
the plant, the stmggle was  to centre on the practical problems arising in the 
ever.ydq life of workers,  such as the question of pu.blic tr&12Bport,  reviewing 
the education system and  the right to study for all, assistance to all those 
sections of society excluded from the arena of social stmggle, such as the 
physically' and mentally' handicapped,  the development  of the Kezzogiorno,  the 
fight against terrorism, the reform of the state, a  policy of full employment 
and economic  planning,  ref'orm of the ta:: system, health,  housi~~g and measures 
to safeguard and  improve  the social se011ri ty ayatem. 
'!he  worsening of the economic  crisis has merely' served to heighten the dramatic 
aspect of these issues which wre included on the agenda for the congress which 
each of the three trade union con:f'ederations held in 1981  and which  are included 
in the demands  adopted  ·by the CGIIr-CISL-UIL  General Councils in Febmar.Y  1982. 
(c)  The  incompatibility of mandates 
Once  they became  aware  of the powr of united action, the ranlt-alld-f'ile workers 
called during the 1960's for the organic unification of the three Italian 
trade union con:f'ederations.  '!'his  would be a  very difficult operation to carry 
through for a  DW!lber  of reasons, the most  important of which  was  the 
impossibility of reconciling the simltaneous holding of trade union and 
political ID8Ddates  and, hence,also, the question of autono~ of trade union 
organizations in relation to political parties and public authorities. 
15 This is an old chestnut which,  while it is not peculiar to the Italian trade 
union movement,  has occupied a  particularly important  place in the life of 
that movement.  It was  already an issue in 1906,  at the time of the 
General Confederation of Labour,  by virtue of the links which  bound  the latter to 
the Socialist Party of the period and it was  to have  a  determining influence 
on Italian trade union life over the next forty years and  was  constantly 
to prove a highly controversial issue. 
In 1948  the unity of the trade union movement  was  shattered for political 
reasons,  and it was  to take time and  a  sea-change in national and  international 
political conditions before the three trade union confederations succeeded in 
attaining some  degree of de  facto  autonomy  in relation to the political parties 
to which  they were  most  linked.  At  the beginning of the Fifties, of the 
eleven members  of the OOIL's  committee,  four were  leading members  of the 
Italian Communist  Party,  since the  CGIL  allowed political and  trade union 
mandates  to be held simultaneously at various levels.  At  the same  time, 
of the nine members  of the committee of the CISL,  five were  at the same  time 
leading members  of the Christian Democrat  Party. 
However,  the mid-1950's  was  to see a  turnillg'-point  regarding this issue.  In 
1955,  at its second Congress,  the young leaders of the  CISL  raised the problem 
of the incompatibility of political and  trade union mandates  as a  major factor 
in ensuring trade union independence of the political parties.  In 1956,  at 
the fourth  Congress  of the OGIL,  its Secretary-General rejected the conception 
of the trade union as being the fighting arm  of a  political .party.  However, 
he did not  receive the support of the majority of Congress.  Nevertheless, 
a  few months  later, the OGIL  took a  different stance from  the Italian Communist 
Party by condemning the events in Hungary. 
1969  was  to signal formally the  autono~ of the three trade union confederations 
in relation to the political parties at the respective congresses which  each 
of the three organizations was  to hold that year.  Up  until its seventh 
Congress  {June  1969),  political allegiances were  officially recognized within 
the OGIL.  That  Congress  not only instructed the organization's General  Council 
to do  all in its power to bring about  the severance of political allegiances 
within the organization but, also,  approved the principle of the incompatibility 
of parliamentary and elective mandates  and  the duties of trade union leaders. 
The  General  Council  was  charged with applying this principle. 
16 For its part, the fifth Congress  of the UIL,  held in October 1969,  by 
amending the organization's articles of association established the principle 
of incompatibility between executive fUnctions within trade union organizations, 
on the one hand,  and managerial functions within parties, parliamentary mandates 
and pu.blio mandates in regional, provincial and  local elective bodies, on the 
other;  an exception was  made  in the case of areas which were  not provincial 
oapi  tals and had a  population of less than 30  000 inhabitants. 
The  CISL,  Whose  articles of association already contained a  provision declaring 
pu.blic and trade union functions to be incompatible, had made  the greatest 
progress in this direction.  At  its sixth Congress in July 1969 it confirmed the total 
incompatibility of executive fUnctions within trade unions and parliamentar,y and 
elective mandates at national,  regional and  local level.  This incompatibility 
concerned all management  fUnctions within a  trade union, at Whatever level. 
'l'wo  years later, the matter was  still not resolved.  While  the CISL  and UIL were 
affirming the total incompatibility of trade union and political fUnctions, 
at Whatever level, the CGIL  had some  difficulty in emulating them.  However, 
it declared that it could overcome  this obstacle if this was  to be the only 
one  standing in the way  of organic unity between the three confederations. 
In 1974  the CGIL  amended its articles of association and endorsed the position of 
the other two  confederations with regard to the incompatibility of trade union 
and political mandates. 
The  debate on the incompatibility of mandates was  alw~ considered a  necessar,y 
oondi  tion for the pu.rsui  t  of the organic unity of the three confederations.  It 
was  not, however,  a  sufficient one.  At  their respective Congresses last year 
the three confederations stressed the importance of preserving and of exploring 
further the issue of the autonomy  of trade union organizations in relation to 
employers,  government  and political parties in order to improve  representation 
of the interests of workers - to attain a  more  advanced stage of unity of action 
and trade union unity. 
17 (d)  On  the road to unity 
Trade union unity and d.i vision have never commanded unanimity either among  the 
workers  or their leaders.  Each has al~  had its fervent  supporters and 
opponents,  and it was  to be the quirks of national and international conditions 
in particular which would arouse hope,  now  in the one  camp,  now  in the other. 
Once  post-war trade union unity was  achieved,  the supporters of unity just waited 
for the first opportunity to put their ideas forward once again.  The  initiative 
came  from the fourth Congress of the  OGIL  in 1956  at which its Secretary-General 
made  an appeal to the UIL and the OISL  to discuss the issue of trade union unity 
among  the three confederations.  The  time was  not yet ripe, however.  The  OISL 
replied that  1  in this matter, it was  amenable  only to democratic trade union 
forces.  For its part, the UIL of the period dreamed of only one reunification, 
that of the various non-religious and socialist forces scattered throughout the 
various confederations. 
'!'his initiative having failed, the call for trade union unity was  to come  from 
concerted action by the workers, the first of which occurred during 19571  the 
protagonists being the workers of the Monfalcone naval shipyard, the agricultural 
workers of the Po  plain and the workers in the steel industry striking nationally. 
The  way was  clearly marked out  •  The  concerted strikes of the Sixties and the 
entry of the socialists into various government  coali  tiona meant  that the 
~estion was  also posed at political and organizational level. 
The  OGIL  took up the cudgels again at its fifth Oongress in April 1960. 
Setting the unity of the trade union movement  as a  goal to be attained, the 
Oongress  called upon the other organizations to make  united action a  reality 
in as systematic a  manner as possible. 
Hand  in hand with the development  of united action at plant level, the debate 
on trade union unity eventually asserted itself in the ruling councils of the 
three confederations  •  In this connection,  the activities of the Christian 
Workers•  Movement  (AOLI)  should be noted, since, from the beginning of the 
sixties, this movement  had shown itself to be particularly open-minded on the 
issue.  In 1963  their ninth Congress  declared that every effort should be made 
to further the process of Unification.  In 1964  the ACU  promoted a  stutcy'  semina:r 
on the problems  and prospects of modern  and democratic trade unionism.  In 1965 
its National Council again appealed for trade union unity and posed the question 
of the incompatibility of political and trade union mandates. 
18 '!he idea of trade union unity had had diffiaul  ties to surmount  among  the trade 
union confederation despite the forward thrust of the Christian Workera't  :Movement  and 
of'  the powerful  Federation of Metalworkers.  Again in 19651  at the amm.al press 
conference held by the three Secretaries-General, the UIL still declared itself 
in favour of the creation of a  socialist trade union and the OISL  declared itself 
amenable to the notion of the union of all democratic forces,  excluding the 
CoDIII'IlUlists.  However,  the situation was  resolved in subsequent years, and the 
secretariats of the three confederations found common  ground first of all in the 
azoea  of issues which were  capable of fol'DIIllation into demands 1  only later to 
tackle the issue of trade union unity which inevitably created problems within 
each of the three confederations. 
'!he knottiest problem 'Which  the OOIL  had to resolve was  the issue of the 
incompatibility of political and trade union mandates  and the issue of autonomy 
in relation to the political parties.  This was  a  diffioul  t  matter to deal with 
thoroughly,  since, although it is relatively simple to settle the issue of the 
mandates,  autonomy in relation to the political parties remains a  matter of 
individual  judgment.  With  regard to the UIL  and the OISL1  they had strong 
internal centrifugal movements  to contend wi th1  which on several occasions placed 
great strain on the very unity of the confederations  • 
Opinion varied not only as to the advisability of creating trade union unity 
lnt also on 'What  structure to give it.  For some,  a  olean sweep  should be made 
of the existing confederations and a  new  one built out of the unified basic 
structures.  For others, it was  necessary merely to unite the three ideological 
components  of the workers•  movement,  while maintaining the· right of expression. 
The  former approach was  adopted by the metalworkers,  the latter by the three 
confederations. 
It proved to be in the industrial sectors that matters were to make  most  progress. 
In the metalworking industry, to begin with, the national conference of the 
metalworkers'  federations  (FIOM,  FIM1  UIIM),  held in September 1972 1  gave practical 
expression to the process of uniftoation, which had been under way for some  time 
in that sector.  It approved the creation of a  united Federation (the JiM) 
bringing together the three federations without dissolving them.  Decisions 
concerning a  single headquarters,  coordination of the receipt of subscriptions, 
coordination of the press and other trade union activities were  taken;  they 
were  added to subsequently by the introduction of a  single trade union card. 
As  from that date, there has been no  strike or collective agreement  concerning 
workers in the metalworking industry which has not been conducted jointly within 
the framework  of the FIM • 
19 In various other sectors {chemicals,  textiles and  building), unified 
organizations have  been gradually created - except  in agrimtlture - and all 
decisions are taken on a concerted basis and  demand.s  are worked  out  jointly  .. 
At  supr..,federal level, progress was  made,  but not  to the point of achieving 
genuine  organic unity.  In 1971  agreements  had been concluded in Florence 
between the  OOIL,  the CISL  and  the UIL  providing for the holding,  in September 1972, 
of national congresses of the con.federations with  a  view to their dissolution by 
February 1972  at the latest, and  the calling of a  congress to constitute a 
single confederation. 
'!'hat  congress never took place.  Various national and  international vested interests 
did not want  to see organic unity between  the three confederations,  who  signed in 
July 1972  a  "federative pact" creating an  inte~ocoupaUonal federation which 
brought together the three national confederations without  dissolving them. 
This  CGIL  - CISL - UIL  Federation is decentralized at regional  and  provincial 
level in respect of occupational and  inter-occupational structures.  The  three 
confederations delega"te power  to it tn important  areas  such  as  contractual policy, 
reform policy,  economic  and  social poUcy and  the extension of these policies 
at international level. 
Since July 1972,  there has been no  strike or collective agreement  or bargaining 
with the government  which  has  not  been  conducted jointly within the unified 
CGIL - CISL - UIL  Federation. 
At  the time, the Federation had been set up  only on  a  temporary basis,  the 
ultimate aim  being to bring about  organic unity among  the three confederations. 
In 1982  it still exists and  no  additional powers  have  been transferred to it 
in the meantime.  The  three confederations regularly emphasize  the need to 
achieve  organic unity in the trade union movement  and  renew their commitment 
in that direction.  The  congresses held in 1981  by each of the three confederations 
were  not remiss in this task.  However,  for a  number  of reasons,  among  them 
those concerning trade union autonomy  in relation to the political parties or 
reform of the system of indexing wages  - the march  towards  organic unity now  seems 
to be faltering,  and in the opinion of m&1y  observers the repeated statements of 
the three confederations on this issue tend  to be  expressions of a  will to 
consolidate the results gained in progressing towards this objective, in 
anticipation of more  propitious times for pursuing the  aim  itself. 
20 Jlotwithstanding this, it is sti11  true ·that, despite the fact that the 
process is still incomplete, in ltaly trade union unity has  reached a  more 
advanced stage than in the other Ehropean countries where trade union pluralism 
exists and that many  results in ·the area of safeguarding purchasing power, 
saf·egu.arding and creating jobs, etc.  would.  not have been achieved over the 
last few years had it not been for the unified. action of workers  and the 
existence of the unification process  among  the three trade union confederations 
CGIL,  CISL  and UI L. 
It should also be said that the features  exhibited by the Italian trade union 
cf the E1ghties  owe  much  to the three  co1~ederations since unity of action first 
of all and the "federative pact" subsequently encouraged a  process of osmosis 
between the three confederations such that, while remaining the CGIL,  the CISL 
and UIL in their mutually differing situations, they now  have  a  great deal in 
common. 
III.  The  Ehropean policy of: the Italian central trade union organizations 
Tod.a\1  the CGILJ  the CISL  and UIL  are all members  of the Jhropean Trade Union 
Confederation  \E1lUC)  and support  the idea of building Ebrope but it has not 
always been so, particularly in the case of the OOIL. 
A.  Italian central organizations and EUropran construction 
There is a  clear "Western" bias to the construction of Ehrope,  particularly 
in economic  matters as it is founded  on the market  economy.  The  UIL and 
CISL  had a  Western bias from  the outset  and  supported the constitution of both 
the Ehropean Coal  and  Steel Community  ECSC)  in 1951  and the 
lllropean Economic  Community  (EEC)  in 1957. 
The  CGIL  was  consistent in its political and  ideological choices at the time 
and sharply opposed the Marshall Plan in 1948.  A few years later its position 
via-l-vis the  EIDC  was  not  so  clear-cut.  The  CGIL  expressed its fears  as 
regards the damaging effects the  EEC  might  have  on the development  of the 
country but nevertheless it recognized the overriding advantages of l!hropean 
integration. 
21 At  its Third congress in 1959  the CISL  emphasized that the Em did not 
threaten the stability and  economic  development  of the country and might 
even promote  economic  growth and  social well-being for the workers. 
Following several other European trade llllion  organizations the CISL  and 
the UIL  agreed to sit on  a  number  of advisory committees set up  by the 
lOOSC  and the Ero with a  view to maintaining liaison with the European 
institutions and placing more  emphasis  on  the social dimension and 
enhancing the democratic aspect  of the Community  process.  The  need to 
act as spokesman  and  thus defend workers'  interests led the trade unions 
of the Member  States to set up  a  number  of coordination committees; 
one  was  the CESL  (Conf6deration europ6enne  des  ~dicats libres) which 
was  followed by the European  Trade Union  Confederation (ETUC),  of which 
the CISL  and the UIL  were  founding members. 
Since the  EEC  was  established at a  time when  the world  econ~  was 
expanding,  significant social and  economic  changes  occurred in the 
member  countries in the space of a  few  years.  While it did not alter 
its general assessment  of the EUropean  integration process, the CGIL 
soon realized that it could not afford to keep  awq from  this new  area 
for trade union action.  Therefore in 1962 it set up  an  information 
office to maintain liaison with the Community  and in 1966  a  Standing 
CG~GIL Committee  was  given the task of representing these bodies to 
the Community  institutions.  It was  mainly  on  account  of its links with 
the FSM  that the  CGIL  had adopted a  different attitude to that of the 
CISL  and  the UIL.  Nevertheless the CGIL  gradually modified its position 
over the years. 
In J\Ule  1969,  the Seventh congress of the CGIL  stated that the time had 
come  to act to ensure the continuity and  effectiveness of the unified 
trade union movement  in Western  Europe  and  called on  all the Italian 
trade union forces to work  together to reinforce trade union action by 
workers at En.ropea.n  level.  '!'he  Fifth congress  of the UIL  affirmed 
that the organization would  continue to strive for European  unity in 
which  the democratic  countries of the North of Europe  should also 
participate and  should also plq a  part in promoting the social and 
22 political advancement  of the working classes, it should be an instrument 
to develop solidarity with developing countries and act as mediator 
between the two  super-powers.  .At  the Sixth congress the CISL  affirmed 
that while continuing to respect the decisive role pl~ed ~  the 
international workers'  movement  it believed in a  political l!hrope 
accessible to the democratic countries of the Continent,  and that 
in the framework  of the EUropean  Confederation of F.ree  Trade Unions 
the CISL  would disregard differences between national central organizations 
and would  continue to campaign at Phropean level for the unity and 
independence of all European trade unions. 
In 1981  a  congress of each of the three Italian confederations took place. 
Discussions  on  European matters related to the econ0111ic  crisis, the 
need to reform the Community  as it was  at present, the place that a 
united Europe  should occup,y  in the world,  the role it should  pl~, 
particularly as regards d6tente and disarmament,  the establishment of 
new  North-South relationships,  particularly in the framework  of the 
Lom6  Convention.  In other words,  the CGIL,  the CISL  and UIL  expressed 
their interest in building Europe  and their wish to see the Community 
plaJ a  well-defined international role. 
At  its Tenth Congress  (16-21  November  1981)  the CGIL  underlined the 
importance of renewing negotiations on  disarmament  between the two 
super-powers and the construction of a  new  international economic  order. 
It stated that Europe  should pl~ an active and dynamic  role to promote 
the security and disarmament within its frontiers,  in t:he :Mediterranean 
and to establish peace in the Middle-East.  It called on  trade union and 
democratic forces to develop a  new  role for EUrope  in the Nortb-South 
dialogu.e with respect to social, agricultural, industrial and monetary 
policies.  The  congress also considered that the own  resources of the 
Community  should be increased, that it should contribute to  relaunching 
the European  econOIIJY  and expanding employment,  and that a  aeries of 
Community  policies - among  them agrioul  ture - should be radically reformed. 
Thus  the Tenth congress of the CGIL  acknowledged the  EJOO  as an eoon0111ic 
body  of primary importance to be  supported,  reinforced and reformed u.d 
at the same  time hoped that it would  pl~ ita political and diplomatic 
part in the concert of nations. 
23 At  the Eighth congress  ( 10-14  J1me  1981)  the UIL  noted that the role 
of the Ebropean  Community  was  not  confined to trade and economic  growth 
but extended to international relations and  was  assuming a  specific 
geopolitical fUnction.  It recognized that the Community  could contribute 
to solving problems  such as procedures for informing and  consulting 
workers  in firms with a  complex  structure, in particular multi-national 
firms  (proposal in the Vredeling Directive)  and that it provided a 
forum  for working out  concerted industrial development  policies to 
meet  the needs of restructuring and  resource allocation in an advanced 
technological framework.  At  the same  time the UIL  considered that as 
presently conceived there was  too much  emphasis  on  Europe  as a  market 
place to the detriment  of the well-being of the people and the workers, 
that it had  aggravated regional differences and  should therefore be 
radically reformed while giving itself the means  to carr,y out its 
policies. 
One  of the 48  resolutions adopted by the Ninth congress of the CISL 
(7-12 October  1981)  deals with relaunching the Community  integration 
process and calls on  Europe to pl~ a  new  role in the world.  It starts 
by expressing serious concern regarding the present paralysis  of the 
Community  and stresses that no  economic  and  social problems  can be 
adequately solved at national level.  It goes  on  to emphasize  the urgent 
need for relaunching a  large-scale effort to promote  Community  integration 
so that a  united Europe  is in a  position to handle crucial questions 
connected with the economic  crisis and  the new  international division 
of labour,  while playing an  independent  and  active role to foster 
d~tente, peace,  and restore the balance in the North-South dialogue. 
The  congress was  also in favour  of increasing the Community's  own 
resources  so that it could implement  new  Community  policies, particularly 
in the area of industrial restructuring,  energy and  technological 
innovation,  social and regional policy.  It was  also in favour  of a 
radical reform of the common  agricultural policy and  developing 
cooperation with the third world in the framework  of the  Lam~ Convention. 
The  CISL  also observed that these topics should be  central to the 
discussions at the next meeting of the  ETUC  in April  1982. 
24 !he  above  shows  that the idea ot Europe is an integral part ot the thinking 
and aotivities of the Italian trad.e union movement  as regarcla its economic, 
social and.  institutional aspects as well  as its impact  on  peace,  freedom,  juatioe 
and.  clemooraey.  On  acoount  of the value the7 attaoh to these aspects  and.  aims 1 
the CGIL,  CISL  and.  UIL  have supported. the proposal to relaunch the European 
integration process  1  and.  has  indicated. areas  and.  content of reforms for the 
ColllllUJli'ty-e  They have  also  joined. the E'l'UC  in order to participate activel7 
in the fo1"1111lation  and.  implementation of these policies. 
B.  !he three Italian unions  and.  the European Tracie  Union Confederation 
When  it was set up in February 1973  onl7 the CISL  and.  OIL  were  among its 
founder members.  The  OGIL  did. not  join the E'.PUC  until 1974•  '!'his was  a 
significant move  in the eyes of observers of the European trade union 
movement  tor this was  the first (and.  so far the onl7) time that a  trade 
union with a  lar~ CoJIIIIUllist  membership  had become  a  member.  Jlembership had 
been mad.e  possible by the far-reaching ideological evolution and.  ohan~s 
in organization in the COIL  a:f"ter the rift between the unions  and.  the tact 
that the CISL  and.  tnL which were  alre~  members  of the E'l'UC,  supported. its 
application. 
We  have  alre~  described. the sipiticant effort and.  c~s  in thirlld.ng 
in the COIL  in regard to icleologi.oal  and.  organizational matters connected. 
with Europe.  Inev:i.tabl7 this innovative process was  relevant to and. 
inf'luenced the international choices and policies of the organization, 
including its affiliation and  relationship with the  FSK~ 
25 J:t the tiae of the  •schism•  in the FSJl  in 1949  and the creation of the CISL 
{Intemational Confederation ot Pree Trade Unions),  the CGIL  had remained 
a:f'tiliated to the PSI(.  However,  it was  not long before differences regarding 
the kind ot society to be  bail  t, trade unionism and its national and 
international f'unctions divided the CGIL  and the PSL  !hese differences had 
alread1' been present at the Fourth congress of the JISM  in 1957  and the gaps 
continued to widen in the following years.  In 1956,  with two  other Italian 
unions,  the CGIL  condemned  events in Bungar,y;  this was  repeated in 1968  in the 
case of Czechoslovakia and more  recently in the case of Afghanistan aDd  Poland. 
In 1973  at the FSJI  oongr"ess  at Varna, the CGIL  broke off its affiliation with 
the world trade union organization,  requested and  obtained the status of 
associate organization and disbanded the liaison Committee it had established 
with the French CCP.l'  in lSrussels. 
During these years the CGIL  concentrated on questions arising from dialectical 
discussions with the other two  Italian central bodies.  On  several occasions 
either alone or as part of a  joint delegation it met  other European trade 
union organizations  and  submitted its application for membership  of' the 
E'l'UC  in 1974 which was  accepted b.T  the Executive Committee  on  9 July 1974• 
In Xaroll 1978 the CGIL  out off all organizational links with the IPSM.  At 
present it is not affiliated to azq other international bod3'•  Bevertheless, 
it is part ot a larp network of bilateral and multilateral relations.  In 
the oonterl of the Federation to which it belongs the CGIL  often makes  ooDDOn 
cause with the other two  Italian trade unions  on  international matters. 
With its 8.5 million members  the Jederation of the OGIL-OISL-UIL  represents 
2o,( of the membership of the European !rade Union  Confederation todq. 
W1 thin the li11'UC,  tb.e  action of the Italian trade unions like that of the other 
member  organizations has been govemed by a  nUJlber  of internal  and erlernal 
and structural factors and  circumstances which attect all international 
organizations. 
26 One  ot the internal qu.esticms vas the need to eata'bliah a :European action 
prograaae tor the moo,  to overco• Dational trade union prejudices and 
develop a  European spirt  t  and approaoh in trade union attaira.  It was  not 
alvqs easy to decide on  certain applications tor Mll'bership nor to overoo• 
certain ideological conflicts between organisaticmse  sterile and para.l.J'aing 
oon:fliots - occurring in each member  organisation to a  ditterent degree -
between those wishing to gi  w  hropean workers other than national weapons 
and means  ot action in the various areas  ot concern to them,  and on the other 
hand those who  are  l•gitimately ~nvinced that the workers'  present and hture 
is, and should continue to be, determined at national lewl. 
Among  the external questions aftecrUng the l!mJC  there is the persistent 
economic crisis - with the immediate  consequences ot a  resurgence ot 
nationalism and a  treese on the CoBIIIUl'li ty decision-making precess - and the 
absence ot spokesaen representing governments  and employers in Europe who 
have  the power to make  decisions and negotiate. 
In this connection,  various tripartite conferences organised by the standing 
EJapl()JMnt  Committee  have been resounding failures.  The  participation of 
workers'  representatives on numerous European advisory ooBDittees, the most 
important being the Economic  and Social Committee  have  not had a .. real 
influence on the adoption of or failure to adopt decisions in the COJIIIUJli ty. 
The  various opinions delivered by the E'J.'UO  on economic,  social, agricultural 
or regional policy, to combat  unempl~nt or improve working and living 
conditions etc.  often remain a  dead letter tor a  variety of reasons, 
particularly those listed above. 
J19JJ1'  observers consider that the ETUO  is at a  crossroads: either it must 
overcome its internal difficulties and  develop the means  to coaba1;  tlle exterrsal 
dif'f'iculties facing it or it is cOD.deaned· ill the 108&'-term  to 'become  a 
Jbropean appendix to the national oriUlisationa, to disappoint  u:peotaticms 
and in some  sense betrq BOlle  ot tlle f"'lndallental  interests of the. workers 
ot FAn-ope. 
The three Italian central trade union 'bodies  consider European trade union 
action as a natural  and essential extension of' their action at national level 
that comptements  but does not compete with their own  activities carried out 
in collaboration with other regional or world bodies.  The  discussions and 
instrwaents adopted at their congresses last year leave no  doubt in this 
regard. 
27 At  ita !'uth Concreas the CGIL  Jl&intained that faced with the preaai:Dg proble• 
aaaooiated with the crisis in lurope since 1973,  the E'l'UC  had plqed a  ke7 role 
ill buil4iq up a  platfol"'l aDCl  oo•on B'tratecr tor the Eu.ropeaa trade union 
aoveaerrt.  Oonaequentq, the trade union struwe tor full eaplo,..nt, apinst 
social and territorial imbalances are in tawur of a  reduction in working hOUl'B, 
aa iaprove•nt in work organization,  an extension of trade union ripta and 
eoonollic deaooraey should continue.  The  CGIL  emphasized that at its next 
congress  (April 1982)  the E'l.'UO  should iaprove ita own  capacity- tor action in 
respect of proble• relating to the co•trol of new  teolmolocr, inveriaents ancl 
procraai:ng, in order to develop specific aethoda of coordination and vqs of 
directing tae struggle in all countries in Europe•  !he ETOO  should also 
continue to be  an  independent trade union force,  should increase ita budgetar.r 
resources, rise above  ideological issues in connection vi  th applications tor 
..  abership and establish closer relations with the trade union committees. 
At  the tipth  Congress of the UIL  emphasis vas placed on the iaporiance of 
specific aspects of trade union action at European level.  The  Congress noted 
that the ETOO  was  going through a  difficult and  coaplex phase  and that its 
problems were  linked to ita structure for it was  born of the need to draw up 
a  prograDIIIle  in responee to the economic integration of the CoiiiiiiUlli t7, establish 
joint goals for the workers of Europe  and  co-ordinate their efforts.  !'he 
confederation had to make  a  qualitative leap to become  the workers'  chief 
representative and  thus  a  social partner at the level of the European Institutions; 
it should become  a  political authorit7 responsible for the formulation and 
B1Jlthesia of a  common  stratecr for the Western European trade union moveaent • 
'l'h.e  Congress  also hoped that ideological issues would be disregarded when 
considering applicatiou tor aembership, that differences between the Central 
Europeaa, •orthern ad Xediterranean areas would be attenuated and  disappear 
and that closer contacts with the trade union oomttees would be established. 
At  its Ninth Congress the CISL  stressed that never in their histoey had the 
workers of Veri  ern Europe had the benefit of an instrwaent of progress and 
change  as potentialq effective as the muc.  'lherefore,  eveey effort should 
be made  to exploit its potential but the7 were still far from the objective 
ot turning the E'l'UC  into a  genuine trade uuion confederation of European 
d.iMDsion  able to bring to bear the weight of 40 llillion organized workers to 
ooabat the repressive policies of the employ-ers,  the institutions and 
govemments  in Europe. 
28 At  the congress the CISL  acknowledpd that tae ETUC  had indeed orpnized 
various activities to promote  eaployment  on  a Buropean scale.  Allong the JIOSt 
illportant and aost recent, aentiBn vas aade of' the European Action Da;r  in 
April 1978,  the caapaip. iB the  ~Spring of 1981  and on  tlle 
occasion of' the Buro.,ean Council  in Venice  in 1980 and in Luxembourg  iJ!l  1981, 
and it had also succeeded in drawing up  a  progr~ of' arii- tor itself'. 
But tlle deoisi  ve  question still before the E'l'OO  vas that of translating the 
oo..on deJiallds  a11d  declarations of' intent into action so that the trade unions 
should react consistently and together to the crisis and ita conaequences, 
while seeking to aake the 1ft'_,  perform tlle tlmctions of a trade aion organization 
rather than aerely actinc as a  liaison oo..tttee.  !he lRUO  should. be able to 
establish oo.mon  goals,  coordinate claims and direct the strucgle to achieve 
thea.  Aocordincly, the l'l'UC  should be reinforced, while aaintaining its enstence 
as  an  independent orp.nisation capable of'  unitiJ!lg tbe workers  of'  Western Europe. 
The  Italian trade unions  are therefore in f'awur of'  the continuation  and 
reintorceaent of a European trade union aove•nt - in the context of wider 
international, bilateral and 11111 tilateral relationships - not only as an 
ideal solution but beoauae the f\Uldaaental  values to vllicll they are attached 
can ·  onl7 be preserved through determined and unified action by.  the workers  of' 
:lurope, for there are several econollic  and  social questions that cannot be 
solved other t1lan by concerted action at European level; th.e  raison d • 8tre 
and aisaion of' the European !rade Unia ·confederation. 
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